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Language: English. Brand new Book. This is a collection of 16 amusing poems telling tales of
everyday life."No socks to wash" is about the joys of being a single female."A valentine near miss"
"Mean Dean" and "Prince Charming" are tales of very brief romances."Mother knows best" "Why
did they have a pocket" "What is sex Daddy?" "Let spiders run alive" well, these titles speak for
themselves."Japanese porcelain" a simple guide to what marks to look for."My address" A friend
gave my name and address instead of her own, what a mistake that proved to be, well for her
anyway."Tea with Auntie Pat" My auntie Pat is a dear lady, but I preferred not to have refreshments
at her house, until I realised how I was upsetting her."BOGOFs" Is of course Buy one get one free,
my friend certainly did this."That's nice" If you have ever been in the situation where someone
bores you to tears with tales of their wonderful life, then this tells of a polite way to deal with it."My
plea to my feathered friends" I love seeing birds in my garden, I feed them and make sure...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Olen Mills
An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. Your daily life span
will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Anahi Heaney
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